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Offending an Emperor: Shaping the 
Narrative of Desi Sangye Gyatso’s Deceit in 
Daiqing Imperial History
B! JUUL W. J. EIJK"

ABSTRACT

From 1682 until 1697, Desi Sanggye Gyatso, regent of Tibet, maintained that the 
Dalai Lama was alive after his death. When the Khan of the Daiqing discovered 
this deceit, the ever more faltering relationship between the rulers in Tibet and the 
Daiqing was permanently harmed. !is is re"ected in Daiqing historic writing. !is 
short excerpt from my thesis demonstrates how Manchu language historiography 
of this event has been subject to a rigorous editing process. Unique, monolingual 
Manchu documents incorporated in the Daiqing histories have been altered and 
customized to rewrite the Daiqing-Tibetan relations. !ese edited documents have 
later formed the basis for numerous oft consulted historic works (e.g. the Veritable 
Records, Ch. shilu 實錄), and thus continue to in"uence our perception of Daiqing 
history, today.
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INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1697, Elhe Tai#n Khan (Ch. Kangxi 康熙 r. 1661–1722) of 
the Daiqing dynasty (Ch. Qing 清 1636–1911) was camped at Ningxia in 
preparation for a military campaign. Just before consolidating the Daiqing’s 
dominance over Central Asia, another challenge to the Khan’s authority pre-
sented itself. Elhe Tai#n Khan received an envoy from the regent of Tibet, 
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Sangye Gyatso (Tib. ŜĻŜāŘžƜŜāŘžƜāŎŐŬă 1653–1705), who informed him of the death 
of the #fth Dalai Lama. $e Dalai Lama had at that time been deceased for 
#fteen years, and only now the regent (Tib. desi ŜƌŪāŜƝŢŇă) had decided to disclose 
his passing, and communicate it to the Khan of the Daiqing. Upon receiving 
the “news”, Elhe Tai#n was outraged. $e Desi had deceived him for #fteen 
years. Elhe Tai#n felt mistreated and disrespected, and the Desi would have 
to be confronted with consequences for his actions (Bodogon i Bithe 40:79).
  Over the next decade, this event proved to have been a watershed 
in Daiqing-Tibetan relations (Dai 2009: 43). $e consequent events have 
been recorded in di%erent historic works, out of which a rigorous redaction 
process has #ltered a state-approved narrative. $is conscious e%ort to shape 
history aims to extinguish all con&icting views and dominate the understand-
ing of history in subsequent periods. “Its dominance is such that it perme-
ates all dimensions of discourse,” and outshines diverging narratives from the 
same chronological domain. Such a discourse-permeating narrative has been 
termed the “main-sequence” narrative by Pamela Kyle Crossley (2012: 43).
 In this shortened version of my thesis, I will demonstrate through a 
limited selection of examples how Elhe Tai#n Khan has propagated a main-
sequence narrative in Daiqing historiography. 

PALACE MEMORIALS IN DAIQING HISTORIOGRAPHY

$e events concerning Desi Sangye Gyatso’s role in the war between the 
Qing and Galdan Boshogtu Khan (Mo. ȖDOGDQ�ERãRȖWX�TDQ r. 1670–1697) are 
meticulously recorded in a Strategic History, a historic production detailing 
a particular military con&ict (Bodogon i Bithe). $e compilation of Strategic 
Histories was a gargantuan task. All relevant documents had to be copied 
into the text. $is often meant that translation was also necessary (Zhou 
2003: 84). Additionally, incorporated documents were redacted, to an extent 
be#tting the content’s suitability to the intended narrative. $is censorship is 
clearly visible where Sangye Gyatso is discussed in the Strategic History. Of 
particular interest here is the role played by the Manchu language as it was 
used particularly for sensitive information. Almost all of the highest-level 
communication in the Daiqing court was in Manchu. $is also holds true for 
the Khan’s memorials to court, while he was away on his expeditions.
         $ese 'palace memorials' (Ma. jezy, bukdari bithe; Ch. zouzhe 奏摺) 
were a form of direct communication for the Khan, unseen before the Dai-
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qing. $erefore, these Manchu communiqués often contain sensitive details 
of military strategy. Once sent out and retrieved, the memorials were stored 
in the palace archives. A great amount remains extant today, allowing for a 
comparison of the content of these secret memorials with o'cial historio-
graphy.

ADAPTATION OF PALACE MEMORIALS IN THE STRATEGIC HISTORY

When the Dalai Lama passed away, the Desi made sure nothing would 
change. Tibet was vulnerable to instability due to a lack of legitimate ruler-
ship if the Dalai Lama’s passing should be disclosed. $e Panchen Lama was 
not yet ready to rule. For military support, the Tibetan had previously turned 
to the Qoshud Mongol Khan (Mo. qo#ud), but his authority was also waning. 
He could not be called on to act as the ‘Dharma-king, upholder of religion’ 
(Tib. tendzin chökyel ŌŜƊŉāŖőŢŉāĽŬŜāŘžƜřă), the title that had been granted to his 
father for aiding the Dalai Lama's Buddhist school in its conquest of all of 
Tibet earlier in the 17th century (Uspensky 2014: 232). Moreover, Tibet was 
engaged in a war on its western border (Petech 1947). $is was not a time 
for further shocks to a fragile, uni#ed Tibet. Instead of announcing the Dalai 
Lama’s passing, the Desi carried on as usual, claiming the Dalai Lama had 
chosen to pass his time in meditative reclusion. In 1694, he was even granted 
the title of ‘king’ (Ch. wang 王) of Tibet, upon his own request. $is dem-
onstrates not only the Desi’s audacity and con#dence, but also, as Dai (2009: 
47–48) argues, that the Daiqing did not question the Desi’s loyalty to them.
         Only two years later, Elhe Tai#n heard from prisoners that the Desi 
had been lying to him for almost #fteen years. Over the following years, a 
protracted exchange of emissaries and o'cial letters followed. Much of this 
correspondence was copied into palace memorials that the Khan sent to his 
son at court while he himself was on campaign. $us, they have been pre-
served in the Daiqing archives. $rough comparison of these documents with 
the Strategic History, the vast scale and profound e%ect of the editing process 
are revealed. 
  Even though some fragments, from a single memorial, have been 
adapted with relatively few changes, they still illustrate the thorough compre-
hensiveness of the editing process of the compilers. Consider the following 
Manchu fragment:
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Zouzhe: 609–11
  

ferguwequke ejen enduringge o$  . 
yaya baita be doigonde sara jakade . 
uthai ishun aniya . dalai lama i qan qi 
tuqire be sa$ . ere juwe lama be taka-
bume unggihengge . mini dolo ambula 
urgunjembi ..
 

ere onqon lama . daqi dalai lama i 
hanqi juwan aniya tehe be dahame . 
ere tuwaqi endembio ..
 
[…]
 
geren i kenehunjere gvnin inu na-
kambi ..
 
[…]
 
ere emu baita be . diba bi niyakvra$ 
hengkileme baimbi ..
 

Strategic History: 36:57–8 sohon ihan 
inenggi = 己丑

ferguwequke ejen enduringge o$ . yaya
baita be doigonde sara jakade uthai 
ishun aniya . dalai lama i qan qi 
tuqire be 
sa$ . ere juwe lama be takabume ung-
gihengge . mini dolo ambula urgun-
jembi .
 

ere onqon lama . daqi dalai lama i 
hanqi juwan aniya tehe be dahame . 
ere tuwaqi endembio .
 
[…]

geren i genehunjere gvnin inu na-
kambi .
 
[…]
 
ere emu baita be diba bi niyakvra$ 
hengkileme baimbi
 

While the wording of these fragments is exactly the same, their punctuation 
reveals that they have been revised. In memorials, punctuation is somewhat 
more generously used. Generally, the single dots maintain their original po-
sition once adapted into the Strategic History, although sometimes they are 
removed as well (underlined). On the other hand, double dots are much less 
prevalent. In memorials, they are used often to delineate sections of a memo-
rial, perhaps equivalent to a paragraph. However, in the Strategic History, they 
are used much more sparingly: exclusively to demarcate a larger unit in the 
narrative, such as an entire day, or an entire memorial. In the sections above, 
the altered double dots have been highlighted. Whereas they occur four times 
on two consecutive pages, they have been eliminated from the Strategic His-
tory, where they occur only once the entire memorial has concluded.
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  $e punctuation has been normalised, with the double dots now sig-
nifying the full end of a larger section, whereas they were employed much 
more generously in the original memorials. Two other, comparable alterations 
of minor consequence to the content of the memorials are the adjustment of 
grammar, demonstrated through verbal endings (e.g. –$ to –me), and formu-
laic changes, in which opening formulas of letters might be altered or omit-
ted. Once a memorial is incorporated into the Strategic History, it is clearly 
not merely copied, but carefully tailored to #t the style of the historiographic 
work.
         $roughout the Strategic History, changes like the ones above signal 
the comprehensive scale of the editing process involved in historiographic 
composition. Less obvious, paradoxically, are alterations of a more conse-
quential nature. $ese usually consist of omissions of complete documents, or 
omissions of large fragments.
 Almost a year after his discovery of the Desi’s deceit, the Khan re-
ceives four letters (Zouzhe: 666–82). $e #rst three are the Desi’s. With elab-
orate opening formulas, he respectfully makes the argument that he should 
be forgiven (ibid.: 676–682). $e fourth letter is from Dalai Khan, the current 
Khan of the Qoshud Mongols and ‘Dharma-king, upholder of religion.’ He 
is allied with both the Daiqing and the Tibetan government, but appears to 
side with the Desi and against the Qing.
  In the Strategic History, however, only the #rst of the four letters ap-
pears. $e latter three, including Dalai Khan’s letter, have been removed from 
the narrative and replaced instead by a monologue of Elhe Tai#n. $e Khan 
does not just wrest back control of the narrative but removes agency from the 
Desi and Dalai Khan (Bodogon i Bithe: 37:43–7).
         In the Khan’s brief yet instructive comments, he reveals his ulterior 
motive, and thereby his predicament. Tibet is a remote area, and of little 
importance to the Daiqing. Elhe Tai#n Khan only turned his gaze to Tibet 
when he felt the Desi was using the Dalai Lama's position to bene#t Galdan 
and incite the Mongols to violence against the Daiqing. When the Desi still 
obeyed the Khan, not only had there been peace, but all Mongols were con-
tent, says the Khan. $is is his real ambition: to pacify the Mongols. 
 $e Desi had pronounced his regret for his decision in his letters, and 
appeared to be remorseful. $erefore, the Khan proclaimed to his advisors 
that he could be forgiven. Still, though, the Desi had only given in to one of 
the Khan’s demands at this point: to admit that he had concealed the Dalai 
Lama’s death. $e Khan’s willingness to let his other demands slide empha-
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sises his precarious position. $e Mongols on the frontier were a volatile and 
sizable force; taking steps in the direction of peace on the frontier was his 
primary goal. Antagonizing the Desi or waging war on the position of the 
Dalai Lama would surely exasperate the Mongols and imperil the Khan’s 
favourable status to Tibetan Buddhists. So, Elhe Tai#n chose to forgive the 
Desi, since he had professed his renewed loyalty to the Daiqing (ibid.).
 Elhe Tai#n is then lauded by his advisers for his acumen. For now, 
this was the end of the matter. $e Daiqing and Tibetan emissaries would 
return to Lhasa together to inform the Desi of the Khan’s decision later on.
         $e Khan had written up a memorial about six weeks later, detailing 
subsequent events. Yet, the Strategic History says merely: “issuing an edict to 
the Desi, I dispatched my envoy Booju” (Bodogon i Bithe: 40:9). $is, then, 
concludes the matter. However, in the memorial, the full text of the edict is 
given. $is is highly irregular, especially since it was an edict issued by Elhe 
Tai#n himself, while removed passages were usually written by adversaries or 
advisers. $e removed part starts out with the following opening formula:
 

Issued to the King Butda Abdi, who expands and promulgates the 
teachings of the Buddha, and who holds the dharma of the vajra-
wielding Dalai Lama (Zouzhe: 866–867)

Most conspicuous is that this wording corresponds exactly to the Desi’s own 
messages discussed above, which were also deleted from the Strategic History. 
Elhe Tai#n Khan addressed the Desi precisely as the Desi had presented 
himself, with all titles and the epithets granted by the Dalai Lama. Doing 
so sends a clear signal. Elhe Tai#n acknowledged the Desi as the legitimate 
ruler over Tibet, the “King of the Land of Tibet” (Zouzhe: 666–75; Bodogon 
i Bithe: 28:55; 28:105). $e Khan restates his remaining demands, but o%ers 
an olive branch: 
  

If you henceforth do not disobey my edicts with all respect and submis-
sion, I will disregard your former transgressions, and cherish you as 
before. If it is like this, being of great merit to the people of your coun-
try, you will eternally receive the highest honor! (Zouzhe: 870–71)

So why would this message be removed from the Strategic History? $e Khan’s 
amical tone is in contrast with the narrative so far, and after this instance, too. 
In the Strategic History, the Desi is always presented as a malignant antago-
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nist, whereas the Khan had not always been so absolute in his judgment of 
the Desi. Another explanation for the deletion of this edict lies in a subse-
quent event. $e Khan has made a gross miscalculation in his reconsideration 
of the Desi.
         Elhe Tai#n had requested his allies on the western front to raise their 
troops for the #nal assault on his enemy, Galdan. However, the Desi had sent 
out messengers in the Dalai Lama’s name to advocate peace, and to command 
the western Mongol allies of the Daiqing to refrain from mobilising. When 
word reached Elhe Tai#n Khan that the Desi had interfered, he was outraged. 
$e Desi had broken his promise to keep silent until next December, playing 
Elhe Tai#n for a fool. Elhe Tai#n now unequivocally condemns the Desi: 

Since his acts of deception through proclaiming all kinds of direc-
tives in the Dalai Lama’s name have become clear, the Desi cannot 
go unpunished. If the Dalai Lama knew the truth, he, too, would be 
grateful to me. !erefore, even without speaking of it, no one will not 
be astonished by the Desi’s evil to the land of Tibet, as they discover 
it. (Zouzhe: 875–76)

Taking into account the previous edict sent by Elhe Tai#n, it is Elhe Tai#n 
himself, much rather than the Desi, who is approaching the other side with 
the goal of reconciliation. In the Strategic History, Elhe Tai#n is portrayed as 
a resolute ruler, who is committed to achieving a stabilisation of the frontier, 
and the paci#cation of the Mongols. $is had to be achieved through a sta-
ble relation with the Tibetan government, which meant that he was forced 
to work with the Desi. While certainly aware of the threat of antagonising 
the Daiqing Khan, the Desi was reluctant to appease the Khan until after 
Galdan’s death. Rather than the Desi, it was the Daiqing Khan who sought a 
rapprochement, but the Strategic History presents it as vice versa.

CONCLUSION

As a case example for an in-depth study of this process, I have closely docu-
mented the progress of the narrative between Elhe Tai#n Khan of the Dai-
qing Empire and Desi Sangye Gyatso, de facto head of state of Tibet. $e dis-
crepancies discovered in an analysis of the correspondence between the two 
demonstrate a level of redaction that is far more profound than the changes 
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made regarding the style of the text. $e texts, though in most instances 
preserved exquisitely, are dotted with small omissions. Sometimes, these in-
clude mere toponyms, or similarly negligible details. However, occasionally, 
the omissions arrive at an astonishing magnitude: whole messages and edicts 
are erased from history.
 $rough a focus on this instance, new information has been brought 
to the surface on the Khan’s correspondence, and the nature of the Desi’s 
response. $ese documents have previously gone unnoticed, either because 
the material was inaccessible, or because they were written in a peripheral 
language. $e rising notion that reconsideration of the value given to primary 
sources in Manchu, Tibetan, or any often overlooked language is a worth-
while topic in historic research focused on the Daiqing Empire is thus con-
#rmed again.
  At the same time, the results of this examination of such a modest 
portion of only one Strategic History raise many new questions and open the 
door for further research. Are the source materials similarly manipulated in 
other narratives in this and other Strategic Histories? Additionally, it is cru-
cial to take heed of the far-reaching consequences of this narrative shaping. 
Should it really be the case that the Daiqing’s state historiography has been 
subject to more moulding than previously envisioned, then what are the con-
sequences for our understanding of the Daiqing period? What is the basis 
for our preconceptions about China's interactions on the Central Asian stage 
with the other players on this stage such as Tibet, the Muslim oasis cities 
in Altishahr, or Dzungharia? Ultimately, how do we perceive of the historic 
expansion of the Chinese state, today?
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